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ABSTRACT
We consider an optical and mechanical mode interacting through both linear and
quadratic dispersive couplings in a general cavity-optomechanical set-up. The parity
and strength of an intrinsic quadratic optomechanical coupling (QOC) provides
an opportunity to control the optomechanical (OM) interaction. We quantify this
interaction by studying normal-mode splitting (NMS) as a function of the QOC’s
strength. The proposed scheme exhibits NMS features equivalent to a hybrid-OM
system containing either an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) or a Kerr medium.
Such a system in reality could offer an alternative platform for devising state-of-
art quantum devices with requiring no extra degrees-of-freedom as in hybrid-OM
systems.

KEYWORDS
Cavity-optomechanics, resolved side-band regime, quadratic optomechanical
coupling, normal-mode splitting.

1. Introduction

Governing mechanical degrees of freedom of a macroscopic object with electromag-
netic radiation field (light) using an optomechanical (OM) set-up is a wide popular
study. In general for an OM system as shown in Fig. 1, the interaction mediated by
radiation pressure force between an optical and mechanical mode is considered as a
dispersive OM coupling and can be understood as a single photon-phonon interaction.
Here, the interaction is due to the linear displacement (x in its first order) of the
mechanical oscillator couples to the cavity frequency ωc and is called as the linear op-
tomechanical coupling (LOC). The LOC interaction between optical and mechanical
modes opens the possibility of studying and observing some fundamental quantum
effects in mesoscopic systems (1 , 2 ) that are of great interest from conceptual and as
well as fundamental point of view in quantum physics.

It is crucial to either increase the strength of the OM coupling or cool the me-
chanical oscillator in order to observe quantum features. However, it is experimentally
challenging to increase the strength of LOC in an OM system and therefore most of
the studies were done by cooling the mechanical oscillator in a resolved side band
limit (ωm > κ). In this limit, ground state cooling of the mechanical oscillator (3 )
would yield normal mode splitting (NMS) (4–6 ). It is similar to the vacuum Rabi
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splitting observed in cavity transmission that appears when the atoms and cavity field
are strongly coupled to each other (7–9 ). This feature can be observed by examining
the mechanical oscillator’s position spectrum and the splitting of the spectrum into
a doublet can be used as an indicator for the existence of a strong photon-phonon
interaction between optical and mechanical mode.

In addition to LOC, novel design and development of hybrid-OM systems were
widely investigated to explore quantum features and its applications (10–14 ). In these
systems, few extra degrees-of-freedom were introduced in the cavity to interact with
both optical and mechanical modes, that could create or manipulate the strong OM
interaction. Such schemes were proposed with an OM system containing optical para-
metric amplifier (OPA) enhancing NMS (15 ). Whereas on the other hand inserting a
strong third order nonlinear Kerr medium (χ3) inside an OM system, inhibits the NMS
(16 ) through photon-blockade mechanism and offer a coherently controlled dynamics
for mechanical mode. Later, a hybrid-OM scheme with both OPA and Kerr medium
was proposed to control OM interactions (17 ) resulting in a similar conclusion as in
(15 , 16 ).

The present report proposes an alternative scheme that uses dispersive couplings
both in its linear and quadratic form. Analogous to LOC, the quadratic optomechanical
coupling (QOC) is a second order photon-phonon interaction manifested in terms of
x2 of the mechanical oscillator as observed in various OM systems (18–23 ). Such
systems can offer mechanical oscillator’s cooling and squeezing (24 ), generation of non-
classical states (25 ), photon blockade mechanism (26 ) and features pertaining to the
cross correlations between photons and phonons (27 ). The present scheme consisting
of both LOC and QOC in a OM system as proposed by authors, previously exhibited
quantum features like squeezed states of optical (28 ) and mechanical modes (29 ). Here
in the current report we consider a theoretical study of NMS in a conventional OM
system in conjunction with a QOC, with which we show that such a system resembles
a hybrid-OM system (15–17 ).

The paper is organized as follows: Section II contains a description of system Hamil-
tonaian, quantum Langevin equations for the systems operators and estimation of
steady state mean values. In Section III, we present quantum fluctuations and analy-
sis of the NMS. Section IV discusses the numerical results and finally the conclusions
are presented in Section V.

2. Theoretical model

We consider an OM system as illustrated in Fig. 1, with a single cavity mode frequency
ωc and cavity decay rate κ coupled to a single mechanical mode of frequency ωm,
driven by a strong pump field of frequency ωp. The interactions are both linear (g

l
)

and quadratic (g
q
) in mechanical oscillator’s displacement. The Hamiltonian of the

system expressed using the dimensionless operators of position (x), momentum (p)
and cavity annihilation operator (a) in the laser frame is

H = ~∆a†a +
~ωm

2
(x2 + p2) + ~g

l
a†ax + ~gqa

†ax2 + i~ε(a† − a) (1)

such that [x,p] = i, [a,a†] = 1 and ∆ = ωc − ωp is the cavity detuning. While the
first two terms express the free energy of the optical field and mechanical oscillator,
the next two terms describe the LOC and QOC interactions. The LOC and QOC

constants are defined as g
l

= ∂ωc

∂x

√
~

mωm
and g

q
= ∂2ωc

∂x2
~

2mωm
, respectively with m

2



Figure 1. Schematic of a cavity-optomechanical system with an optical mode supported in the cavity of

line width κ and resonance frequency ωc, driven by an external laser of frequency ωp and power P. The

radiation pressure interacting through linear and quadratic dispersive couplings exert force on the movable
mirror (treated as a mechanical oscillator) that softens or hardens the spring, modifying its natural frequency

ωm and intrinsic damping rate γm.

being the effective mass of the oscillator. The last term describes the interaction of

the cavity mode with pump field amplitude (ε =
√

2κP
~ωp

), P being the input power of

the pump field.
The description of dynamics and steady state analysis using the linearisation proce-

dure is identical to our previous works (28 , 29 ). We consider the respective dissipation
terms ζ(t) and derive Heisenberg equations of motion using Hamiltonian :

Ȯ =
i

~
[H,O] + ζ(t), (2)

where O = (x,p,a) and ζ(t) = (0, ξ(t),
√

2κain). The noise in the field and mechan-
ical mode is described by noise operator ain with zero mean and δain(t) fluctuations
around it and the Brownian stochastic force described by ξ(t) with zero-mean, having
a damping rate γm, respectively. The correlation function at temperature T for these
noises are

〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 =
γm

2πωm

∫
dωe−iω(t−t′)ω

[
1 + coth

(
~ω

2kBT

)]
, (3a)

〈δain(t)δa†in(t′)〉 = (na + 1)δ(t− t′), (3b)

〈δa†in(t)δain(t′)〉 = naδ(t− t′). (3c)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and na =
[
exp( ~ωc

kBT
)− 1

]−1
is the equilibrium

mean thermal photon number. At optical frequencies ~ωc � kBT and therefore na ≈ 0.
We rewrite the Heisenberg operators as complex numbers with 〈O〉 ≡ O, represent-

ing their respective steady state values with the inclusion of fluctuations around their
steady state values, i.e O(t) = Os + λδO(t). Thus by expanding Eqn.(2) as described
above yields,

xs =
−g

l
|as|2

ωm + 2gq |as|2
, (4a)

ps = 0, (4b)

as =
ε

κ+ i
(
∆ + g

l
xs + g

q
(x2)s

) . (4c)

Since the fluctuations are assumed to be smaller than the respective steady state
values, we linearise the dynamics in fluctuations to an O(λ), giving us the linearised
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Langevin equations,

u̇(t) = Au(t) + ν(t), (5)

with column vector of fluctuations in the system being u(t)T =(
δx(t), δp(t), δX(t), δY (t)

)
and column vector of noise being ν(t)T =(

0, ξ(t),
√

2κδXin(t),
√

2κδYin(t)
)
. Here δX ≡ δa+δa†√

2
, δY ≡ δa−δa†√

2i
and their

corresponding noises are δXin and δYin. The matrix A is given by

A =


0 ωm 0 0

−ω̃m −γm −G̃Xs −G̃Ys
G̃Ys 0 −κ ∆̃

−G̃Xs 0 −∆̃ −κ

 , (6)

with I ≡ |as|2, ω̃m ≡ ωm + 2g
q
I, ∆̃ ≡ ∆ + g

l
xs + g

q
x2
s, Xs = as+a∗s√

2
, Ys = as−a∗s√

2i
and

G̃ ≡ g
l

+ 2g
q
xs. The solutions of Eqn.(5) are stable only if all the eigenvalues of the

matrix A have negative real parts.

2.1. Effect of QOC on the stability of the system

The LOC and QOC together in the system provides a non-linear interaction between
the cavity light field and mechanical motion. The presence of QOC can modify the
dynamics of stability that exists in the system. This can be deduced by applying Routh-
Hurwitz criterion (30 ) using A given in Eqn.(6) yielding us the following conditions
in terms of system parameters:

s1 ≡ (κ2 + ∆̃2) + 2κγm + ω̃mωm > 0, (7a)

s2 ≡ (κ2 + ∆̃2)γm + 2κω̃mωm > 0, (7b)

s3 ≡ (κ2 + ∆̃2)ω̃mωm − ∆̃ωmG̃
2(X2

s + P 2
s ) > 0, (7c)

(2κ+ γm)s1 > s2, (7d)

s1s2(2κ+ γm) > s2
2 + (2κ+ γm)2s3. (7e)

With the inclusion of QOC in the regular OM system, the effective spring constant
of the mechanical oscillator K = mω2

m modifies to K̃ = mωmω̃m , as estimated from
Eqn.(2)1 and the effective OM coupling from gl to G̃ = gl + gqxs. The positive (neg-
ative) QOC stiffens (softens) the oscillator in comparison to the case of LOC alone.
The modified spring constant brings a change in the restoring force, and hence to bal-
ance it, the radiation pressure given by Frad = (~ωc/L)〈a†a〉 ∝ P

∆̃2+κ2
has to readjust

thereafter. In cases where it is not possible to achieve this, the system becomes un-
stable and results in not satisfying the Routh-Hurwitz criteria given in Eqn.(7). The
stability region of such a system with positive QOC extends while it gets shrunk with
negative QOC as studied extensively in (28 , 29 ). However, the negative QOC favours
a strong OM interaction which can be quantified by studying NMS. The following
section provide us with the necessary theoretical analysis of NMS.

1Note that Eqn.(2) is expressed in dimensionless quantities. K is deduced by converting dimensionless x,p to
x̂, p̂ with dimensions, using x = x̂

√
mωm/~ and p = p̂

√
1/mωm~.
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3. Fluctuations and analysis of normal mode splitting

Using the definition of Fourier transform, F(ω) = 1
2π

∫∞
−∞F(t)e−iωtdt and [F†(ω)]† =

F(−ω) in the Eqn.(5), the set of coupled differential equations form a simple system
of linear equations in frequency. Therefore after solving the matrix equation Eqn.(5)
in frequency domain, we get

δx(ω) =
1

D(ω)
{Xa(ω)ain(ω) +Xa†(ω)a†in(ω)−Xξ(ω)ξ(ω)}, (8)

where

D(ω) =
(

(κ− iω)2 + ∆̃2
) (
ω2 + iγmω − ωmω̃m)

)
+2G̃2I∆̃ωm, (9a)

Xa(ω) =
√

2κωmG̃a
∗
s(κ− iω − i∆̃), (9b)

Xa†(ω) = (Xa(−ω))†, (9c)

Xξ(ω) = ωm((κ− iω)2 + ∆̃2). (9d)

The spectrum of fluctuations in position of the movable mirror is defined by

Sxx(ω) =
1

4π

∫
e−i(ω+Ω)t〈δx(ω)δx(Ω) + δx(Ω)δx(ω)〉dΩ. (10)

The required correlations of noise operators given in Eqn.(3) are used in their frequency
domain as:

〈δain(ω)δa†in(ω′)〉 = 2πδ(ω + ω′), (11a)

〈ξ(ω)ξ(ω′)〉 = 2π
ωγm
ωm

[
coth

(
~ω

2kBT

)
+ 1

]
δ(ω + ω′).

(11b)

Substituting Eqn.(8) and Eqn.(11) in Eqn.(10), we obtain the spectrum of fluctuations
in position of the movable mirror,

Sxx(ω) =
ωm
|D(ω2)|

[
2G̃2Iκωm(κ2 + ω2 + ∆̃2)

+ωγm coth

(
~ω
kBT

)((
κ2 + ω2 + ∆̃2

)2

− 4ω2∆̃

)]
(12)

The terms proportional to G̃ and ξ(ω) in Eqn.(8) describes the effect of the radiation
pressure and thermal noise on mirror’s motion, respectively. In case of no OM cou-
pling, we have δx(ω) = ωmξ(ω)/

(
ω2
m − ω2 − iγmω

)
where the movable mirror makes

Brownian motion, whose susceptibility has a Lorentzian shape centred at frequency
ωm with width γm. But now due to LOC and QOC, both thermal noise and radiation
pressure decide the mechanical susceptibility that can reveal interesting features as
discussed in the following section.
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Figure 2. (a) and (b) Shows the mechanical oscillator’s position spectrum Sxx(ω) plotted as a function of

normalized frequency (ω/ωm) and QOC (gq/gl). The system parameters are ∆ = ωm ,T = 300 mK and input

powers are 6.9 mW for (a) and 10.7 mW for (b), respectively.

4. Numerical results

In all our numerical calculations we scale QOC values with LOC value shown as
g

q
/g

l
. The parameters chosen in our calculations are similar to those used in (5 ). The

cavity with a linewidth of κ/2π = 215 kHz is driven by a laser of wavelength 1064
nm. The OM system works in the resolved side-band regime i.e. ωm > κ such that
the mechanical oscillator has a frequency ωm/2π = 947 kHz with a damping rate
γm/2π = 141.34 Hz. The free mass of the oscillator is m = 145 ng and it interacts
with the optical field through LOC, g

l
/2π = 3.95 Hz. The system is assumed to be in

contact with a thermal bath at 300 mK.
Usually, the strong interaction between optical light circulating inside the cavity

and movable mirror through LOC exhibits NMS (4 , 5 ) effect in the resolved side band
regime. NMS arises due to photon-phonon interactions, wherein the energy exchange
among them occurs in time-scales faster than their individual decoherence rates. To
investigate the effect of QOC on NMS, in its magnitude and parity, we have calculated
the mechanical oscillator’s position spectrum, Sxx(ω).

Figure. 2(a) and (b) shows the calculated Sxx(ω) plotted for an input powers of 6.9
mW and 10.7 mW as a function of normalised frequency (ω/ωm) for both negative
and positive QOC (gq/gl), respectively . The QOC value is varied from −9× 10−6 to
9 × 10−6. It can be seen that in the absence of QOC, i.e. gq/gl = 0 and at moderate
powers (6.9 mW), the spectrum exhibit a partially resolved peaks. The observed NMS
is asymmetric in nature and a better spectral resolution is evident for QOC values
beyond −4 × 10−6. On the contrary in Fig. 2(b), we evaluate the spectrum at 10.7
mW exhibits a well-resolved NMS peaks. However, it could be seen that on increasing
the positive value of QOC further, one of the peaks grow relatively stronger than
the other, thus eventually leading to a single peak structure. A well-resolved double
peak structure would imply a stronger NMS. Hence, the presence of a negative QOC
enhances the NMS in a conventional OM system, while the positive QOC inhibits it.

Further analysis of position and width of the NMS peaks was analysed by studying
D(ω) given in Eqn.(9a). The position and width of the NMS peaks can be estimated
from the zeros of D(ω). While the real part gives the information of the position, the
corresponding imaginary part gives its width. Being an expression in ω4, the solutions
of D(ω) are complex conjugates of two solutions expressed as ω+± iΓ+ and ω−± iΓ−,
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Figure 3. Shows (a)position and (b)width of NMS peaks calculated using the real and imaginary part of

zeros of D(ω) given in Eqn.(9a) as a function of QOC (gq/gl). The blue color corresponds to negative QOC

value and red corresponds to the positive QOC value. The thick solid line and dashed line (both blue and red)
are plotted for 6.9 mW, where as the thin (solid and dashed) curves with markers are plotted at 10.7 mW.

There lies no stable region for negative QOC at 10.7 mW and therefore blue curves are not shown.

such that ω+ > ωm > ω−. These values are calculated numerically, normalised with
respect to ωm and are plotted as a function of QOC in Fig.3. Figure 3(a)/(b) shows
position (width) of the peaks that occur at frequencies centred around ω−(Γ−) and
around ω+(Γ+). The solid (ω−) and dashed blue (ω+) curves correspond to the case of
negative QOC whereas the thick solid (ω−) and dashed (ω+) red curve corresponds to
positive QOC, evaluated at 6.9 mW. In order to also depict the degradation of NMS
in Fig. 2(b), we evaluated the roots at 10.7 mW shown in red thin dashed (ω+) and
solid (ω−) curves with markers. At 10.7 mW, the stability region for negative QOC
does not exist and hence we only plotted for the positive QOC.

In Fig.3, we chose the values of QOC (gq/gl) ranging from −12×10−6 to 20×10−6.
For an increasing negative QOC, the separation between the peaks as shown with blue
curve in Fig.3(a) gets larger as compared to the variation seen in their widths in Fig.
3(b). This leads to a stronger NMS. In the case of positive QOC, the spacing between
the relative peak positions increase with QOC as shown by red curves in Fig. 3(a).
But one of the peak widths (Γ−) in Fig.3(b) increases at a faster rate leading to the
disappearance of the double-peak structure. The dominant peak in either of the cases
depend on the parity of QOC. The peak amplitude around ω− is larger in case of
negative QOC and vice versa for positive QOC as shown in Fig.2.

Enhanced NMS suggests a stronger OM coupling which can be understood by writ-
ing an explicit analytic expression for the peak positions using the approximation
κ� γm and ∆̃� γm:

ω2
± = 1

2

(
ω2
a + ω2

b

)
± 1

2

√
(ω2
a − ω2

b )
2

+
(

8ωmIG̃2∆̃
)

(13)

with ω2
a ≡ κ2 + ∆̃2 and ω2

b ≡ ωmω̃m. In the current scenario of resolved side-band

regime we have, ∆̃ ≈ ωm > κ and ∆̃2 ≈ ωmω̃m.
The peak separation from the above expression can be estimated to be ω+ − ω− ∝

G̃|as|. Hence, a stronger many photon OM coupling will lead to a greater peak sep-
aration and thereby enhancing NMS, consistent as shown in the special case of LOC
alone in (5 ). This implies that the energy exchange between the optical and mechanical
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Figure 4. The plot shows the position dependent effective OM coupling varied as function of input power
for various QOC (gq/gl) values as −12 × 10−6 (blue solid), 0 (Black dashed) and 20 × 10−6 (Red dotted),

respectively. The plot for the blue curve was shown only till 7.6 mW, since the system for negative QOC tends

to become unstable at higher powers. The black thin solid line (labelled as κ+ γm/2) is the sum of widths of
the peaks in NMS spectra. Regions with effective coupling greater than the black thin solid line shows NMS

and vice versa.

modes is greater than the decoherence rate. The decoherence in the system manifests
as the width of the peaks which can be estimated by the imaginary part of the solu-
tions of D(ω) as shown in Appendix section. To illustrate this, we plotted the value
of G̃|as| as a function of power in Fig.4 relative to the sum of widths i.e. κ + γm/2
(shown in thin black solid curve), with QOC values as 0 (black dashed curve), negative
(gq/gl = −12×10−6 with blue solid curve) and positive QOC ( gq/gl = 20×10−6 with

red dotted curve). NMS is evident for the regions where the values of G̃as > κ+γm/2.
We can see that the value of G̃|as| at negative QOC is almost thrice the value of
its corresponding positive QOC at 7.6 mW, beyond which the system is unstable for
negative QOC. Hence by having a handle on the magnitude and parity of QOC could
relatively increase or decrease the contribution of radiation pressure to the mechanical
susceptibility over thermal noise as shown in Eqn.(12). This would lead to a controlled
OM interaction manifested through NMS.

It is remarkable that a meagre amount of QOC which is 1 in a million parts of
LOC could manifest such features. Similar features were observed previously when
theoretical studies were undertaken in hybrid-OM systems (15–17 ) and in this sense,
we mean that a system with QOC can mimic a hybrid-OM system. In (17 ), an OPA
and a Kerr medium were placed inside a cavity OM system in order to control the NMS.
While NMS got enhanced under a stronger OPA effect, the Kerr effect deteriorated
NMS. These features are very close to the current scenario when the QOC’s parity is
changed from negative to positive.

The physical explanation leading to such a phenomenon is given as follows. The
presence of QOC modifies the spring constant from K to K̃. The negative QOC softens
the spring while the positive QOC stiffens it. The softened spring constant aids in
accommodating more number of intracavity photons (I) as shown in Fig. 5 with blue
color as compared to with gq/gl = 0. As a result, this also leads to an increase in
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Figure 5. The plot shows photons 〈a†a〉 = I circulating inside the cavity varied as function of QOC (gq/gl)

at 6.9 mW (solid red and blue curve) and 10.7 mW (red thin curve with markers).

the effective many photon OM coupling rate (G̃|as|) as shown by the blue curve in
Fig.4. Therefore the system acts as a gain medium in presence of negative QOC and
mimics a hybrid-OM system containing an OPA (15 ) that creates the excess photons.
In contrast, the stiffening of spring decreases the number of intracavity photons as
shown in Fig.5 evaluated at 6.9 mW (red solid curve) and 10.7 mW (thin red curve
with markers). This decreases the effective many photon OM coupling as shown with a
red dotted curve in Fig.4. This leads to an inhibition of NMS and can be identified by a
hybrid-OM system containing a Kerr medium as proposed in (16 ). Both (16 , 17 ) have
concluded that the presence of Kerr medium invokes the photon-blockade mechanism
by which NMS can be controlled. Hence, our proposal could possibly open avenues
where the photon blockade mechanism itself could be controlled using the strength
and parity of QOC.

5. Conclusion

We have successfully demonstrated the effect of QOC on normal-mode splitting over
a conventional OM system. Despite the QOC being too small, we could show that the
features it can manifest in an OM system were quite significant. The presence of such
a non-linearity with a freedom in controlling its parity could increase or decrease the
intracavity photons and thereby the effective OM coupling rate. This could lead to
either enhancement or deterioration on normal-mode splitting as found in the case of
hybrid-OM systems (15–17 ). Hence, systems with LOC and QOC could prove to be a
promising alternative platforms to hybrid-OM systems wherein one could see quantum
features at possibly higher bath temperatures without introducing any extra degrees-
of-freedom. The experimental realization of both LOC and QOC were observed in
various systems such as a nano and micro mechanical resonators (31 , 32 ), fiber based
optical cavity with silicon nitride membrane (33 ), micro disk resonators (34 ) and
levitated nanoparticles (35 ), making our scheme feasible.
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Appendix: Estimating the widths of Sxx(ω)

The peak positions and widths in Sxx(ω) can be estimated from the real and imag-
inary part of the zeros of D(ω), respectively. Since D(ω) is a quartic equation, we
can analytically solve using various methods (36 ), the expression looks cumbersome
and does not really help the reader. While the real part was estimated, in the current
scenario by Eqn.(13), the complex part of the solution is not so straightforward. How-
ever it is known from our numerical solutions that the zeros of D(ω) are of the form
−ω± ± Γ±, where ω± is the real part ( ω± in Eqn.(13)) and Γ± is the imaginary part
of the solutions. Hence we can write

D(ω) = [ω − (−ω+ + iΓ+)][ω − (−ω+ − iΓ+)][ω − (−ω− + iΓ−)][ω − (−ω− − iΓ−)]

By straightforward algebraic expansion, one find that the coefficient of the third order
term, ω3 is the sum of imaginary part of the solutions i.e. Γ++Γ− = 2κ+γm. Since the
imaginary parts correspond to the widths of the peaks in position spectra, 2κ+ γm is
the sum of widths of the Lorentzians in Sxx(ω). A well resolved double-peak structure
implies that the spacing between the peaks is greater than the sum of (half) widths
of the peaks, i.e. ω+ − ω− > (Γ+ + Γ−)/2.
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